Mean radiative lifetimes for 408 energy levels of neutral iron are revised from our 1967 paper on the basis of comparison with 81 subseq uently m easured lifetimes. The standard d eviation of the ratio of the r evised values to the referenc e lifetimes is 30 percent. K ey words : Atomic spectra; energy levels; Fe r ; iron; iron lifetimes; lifetimes in Fe 1.
In 1967 the present authors published a comprehensive se t of mean radiative lifetimes for 408 energy levels of neutral iron . The lifetimes were calculated by summin g the transition probabilities for most of the important downward transitions from the levels. The transition probabilities used in the calculations were taken from a compilation by Corliss and Tech [1968] 1 that has since been shown by independent investigation s at the University of IGel, Harvard College Observatory, the California Institute of Technology, and other laboratories [see, for example, Brid ges and Komblith, 1974 ] to suffer from a sys tematic error. This systematic error in the transition probabilities, which propagated al so into the calculation of lifetimes, r esulted from a temperature-related error that gave an incorrect correlation between the energy level value and the level popula tion, the higher l evels being calculated as under populated.
D espite this known systematic error, our previous compilation continues to be cited and r emains the largest coll ec tion of available lifetimes. It may be ll seful, therefore, to present now a revised compilation that corrects this sys tema tic error on the basis of the most accurate independent direc t meas urem ents avail able. Since 1968 there have been ten publications from eight different laboratories reporting lifetim es for 57 levels in neutral iron that are based on 85 n ew direct measurements. By comparing these new resul ts wi th our earlier values, we find that the correction to be made to our values is a quite well defined one, making it possible to improve consid erably the values in the previous compilation and to bring them onto the scale of the best new measurements.
In figure 1 , the logarithm of the ratio of the new me~sv.rements to our previous values is plotted agamst th e en ergy value of the level. The digits appearing on this plot indicate the position and, in ~he case of n ear coincidences, the number of points mvolved. Four of thp, 85 r atios available are not plotted here because they are widely discrepant. The straight line on this plot represents the leas t I Names an d dates in brackets indicate the literature re ferences at the end of the paper.
squares linear fit to the remaining 81 points. The standard deviation of the points from the line is 30 percent. The equation of this line, which has been used to calculate the revised values of lifetimes for the 408 levels of our earlier compilation, is
where E is the value of the energy level in the traditional wavenumber units (cm-I ).
A comparison of the 85 n ew determinations from other laboratories with our own revised values is given in table 1. The new m easurements are given in column 2 under the heading " published", and the valu es revised from those given by Corliss and Tech [1967] arc given in column 3. The st andard deviation from th e mean of the ratios of the two valu es as given in column 4 is 30 percent. Th e literature references from which values obtained in the n ew direct measurements were taken are given in column 4.
The revised lifetimes are reported in table 2. The successive columns in this table contain the elec tron configurations, term designations, J-val ues, level values, lifetim es in nanoseconds given to two significant figures, and the number of downward transitions contributing to the lifetime determination. Th e configurations and term designations are taken from the compilation by Reader and Sugar [1975] . In some cases, the "less than" «) symbol is prefixed to a lifetime value to indicate that the transition probability for an important downward transition from the level is lacking and could therefore not be used in the lifetime calculation. The value for the the lifetime in such cases must be regarded as an upper limit.
It should be noted that the information developed in this paper can also be used as a basis for improving the oscillator strengths, tran sition probabili ties, and other quantities given in NBS Monograph 108 for 3288 lines of Fe!. For each of the quantities listed in that monograph, a simple transformation expression can be written that is based on the correcting equation given above in this paper. For example, revised transition probabilities for the Fe I lines listed in NBS Monograph lOS can be derived from the expression log Arev=log AlOS+0. 79S-0. 
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